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A comparison theorem for strongly elliptrc differential systems will be 
stated which contains a recent theorem of Kreith and Travis [2] and also a 
theorem of the author [4]. The conclusion of our theorem is sharper than that 
in [2] (on account of the strong conclusion (2) below) and the hypotheses 
are weaker. The proof will not be given since it is virtually identical to that in 
[4]. This fact may not be quite apparent from a cursory examination of [4] 
because [4] states more hypotheses than the proof of the main theorem 
requires, The proof of the so-called weak comparison theorem (conclusion (1) 
below) is considerably easier in [4] than in [2], while [2] does not deal with 
the strong comparison theorem (conclusion (2) below). 
An interesting application of the comparison theorem given by Kreith and 
Travis is sharpened by an appeal to our stronger comparison theorem. Also 
the main comparison theorem is extended to more general boundary conditions 
than in [2] or [4]. 
Let I and L denote the elliptic differential operators defined by 
x = (Xl ,*-., %A D, = a/ax,, i = I,..., m 
in a nonempty, regular, bounded domain G in m-dimensional Euclidean 
space, where b, B, V, and each az3 , A,, are real, continuous n x n matrix 
functions in G. The domain 3, of I is defined as the set of all n-vector functions 
u E P(G) such that all derivatives involved in 1 exist and are continuous at 
every point in G. The domain BL of L is defined as an analogous set of 
n x n matrix functions in G. 
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Let E[u] denote the quadratic functional defined by 
&I = j, g1 afJ*(% - A,,) D,u + u*(B - b)u] dx 
THEOREM. If 
(1) The mn x mn matrix (A%?) with (i, j)-th block A,, is symmetric and 
positive definite (semide@ite, respectively) throughout G; and 
(2) There exists a nontrivial solution u E I+ of u*lu > 0 in G such that 
u = 0 identicalzy 07t 8G and E[u] > 0 (E[u] > 0, respectively,) 
then (1) every prepared matrix V satisfying V*LV < 0 in G is singular at some 
point in e; and 
(2) (Assuming aG E Cl). Either V is singular at some point in G OY 
u(x) = V(x)c throughout e for some constant vector c # 0. 
With the first alternative (Ai3) positive definite and E[u] > 0, this is 
Theorem 3 of [4], which is a specialization of a more general theorem in [4]. 
The second alternative also follows from identically the same proof, since the 
inequality (5), p. 447 of [4] is still an immediate consequence of the identity (4) 
of that work. Kreith and Travis have only the second form and do not consider 
differential inequalities. Also, they do not allow the quasilinear case, as in [4], 
or deal with the more general majorization hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 
of [4]. Incidentally, the first alternative of the hypotheses specializes to a 
“Sturm separation type theorem” when az3 = A,, and 6 = B, but the 
second alternative does not. 
The main improvement of the above Theorem over the theorem of Kreith 
and Travis is the strong conclusion (2). In fact, the weak conclusion (1) is 
obtained very easily in [4], while Kreith and Travis give a more involved 
proof. We remark that the condition in [4] that I as well as L is strongly 
elliptic is not needed for the Theorem above, i.e., (a,,) does not need to be 
definite or semidefinite. The matrices aZ3 , A,, , b, and B do not need to 
be symmetric either, as shown by the proof in [4]. (These extra conditions 
were included because of some side remarks, e.g., below (3), p. 446.) 
In [2], Kreith and Travis also considered the interesting special case of the 
comparison theorem for which m = n, b = a-1, where (y. is an n x n positive 
definite matrix function in G, and 
Q:;(x) = i 
1 /B(x) if k=i and 1 =j, 
0 otherwise, 
where p(x) > 0 in G, and the superscripts K, I refer to the entries of the 
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matrix u23 . Then it is easily seen that any solution 4 of the scalar elliptic 
boundary problem 
generates a solution u of the vector-matrix equation Zu = 0 with u = 0 
on 8G by the mapping u = aC+. Therefore, in the special case that 
A,, = a_ at3 , 
Y 
Y(X) > B(x) in G, B - 6 positive semidefinite, 
it is clear that 
E[u] = J‘, [($ - ;) 1 (D@)% + u*(B - b)u] dx > 0 
1 
and the conclusion of our comparison theorem applies, thereby sharpening 
Theorem 2 of [2]. 
It is easy to extend the comparison theorem to the case that u and V satisfy 
boundary conditions of the following type on aG: 
h[u] = f(x)u + ‘f Nzaz,D3u = 0, 
Z*]=l 
H(V) = F(x)V -t -f N,A,,D,V = 0, 
z,,=l 
where f and F are continuous matrix functions on 8G and N denotes the unit 
normal vector to 8G (assumed to be piecewise Cl). The associated quadratic 
functional is 
EJu] = E[u] + i’,, u*( f - F)u ds 
and the Theorem is modified as follows: Under assumptzon (I), zf there 
exists a nontrivial solution of u*lu > 0 in G satisjying u*h[u] < 0 on 3G 
and EJu] > 0, (>O, respectively), then every prepared matrix satisfying 
t’*LV < 0 in G and V*H[V] > 0 on aG is singular at some point in c. 
The proof is an easy modification of that given in [4]. A similar theorem was 
obtained recently by Kreith [l] by a different method. 
A version of the main theorem above for nonselfadjoint elliptic systems 
has been proved by Noussair [3]. 
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